BESECURE

WEB FILTER
MODULE

The Internet is a business tool, but in the dynamic web environment it poses significant
productivity and security challenges for organizations. Organizations are faced with the
problem of establishing an acceptable web usage policy, maintaining it, and reporting
on its effectiveness.
The BeSecure Web Filter Module enables organizations to understand, filter, monitor,
and report on internet usage. Allowing employees to take full advantage of the Web
without compromising business goals.

Web Usage Controls
The BeSecure Web Filter Module is the only appliance that combines Category-based filtering
with Real Time Expression Filtering and Reputation-based filtering, creating the best and most
dynamic web filtering protection available.
Reduce risk while boosting productivity understand, filter, and monitor Internet use to
align with business goals, reduce legal liability, maximize employee productivity, and preserve
bandwidth for business-related activities.
Expansive category-based filtering through the TrustedSource Web Database providing a proven
repository of more than 30 million websites with over 90 categories.
Scan down to the keyword level with Wedge Real Time Expression Filtering scanning doesn’t
stop in the URL. Content is inspected down to individual words and patterns contained within
web traffic and fully customizable with regular expressions. enabling organizations to prevent the
leakage of confidential information leaving the organization through Internet protocols.
True Reputation-based filtering enhances category-based filtering with up-to-the-moment
intelligence powered by TrustedSource™. Allowing your company to benefit from information
about content sources and risks gathered across the entire Internet; in the same way a credit
agency provides credit scores. Using this real-time scoring the BeSecure Web Filter Module proactively and reliably blocks the latest Web 2.0 threats and malware before they can enter your
network.
Stop Data Theft, Keyloggers, and call home viruses from sending information out of your
network by blocking outbound traffic from contacting malicious sites.
BeSecure Anti-Virus scanning for protection against malicious code from unknown or
compromised legitimate sites.

CATEGORIES
Alcohol
Anonymizers
Anonymizing Utilities
Art/Culture/Heritage
Auction
Business
Chat
Computing/Internet
Consumer Information
Criminal Skills
Dating/Social
Drugs
Education/Reference
Entertainment/Recreation/Hobbies
Extreme
Finance
For Kids
Forum/Bulletin Boards
Gambling
Gambling Related
Game/Cartoon Violence
Games
General News
Government/Military
Gruesome Content
Hacking
Hate Speech
Health
Health
Humor
Information Security
Instant Messaging
Interactive Web Applications
Internet Radio/TV
Job Search
Malicious Sites
Media Download
Messaging
Mobile Phone
Moderated
Non-Profit Organizations/Advocacy Groups
Nudity
P2P/File Sharing
Personal Network Storage
Personal Pages
Phishing
Politics/Opinion
Pornography
Portals Sites
Profanity
Provocative Attire
Religion and Ideology

Integration
Fully Integrated with the BeSecure Anti Virus and Anti Spam Modules to allow dedicated
security policies to be deployed across the web and email with a single appliance.
Built for performance with the Subsonic Engine’s unique traffic handling, the resource
needs for Web Filtering are easily handled while allowing room for organizations to
grow and add additional protection modules without altering user experience.
Seamless network integration with the ability to deploy through Stealth Transparency,
BeSecure integrate into networks without changing any network or routing settings.
Also traditional proxy and bridge deployment modes allow for maximum flexibility.

Reporting
Business reporting through the BeSecure Reporter or automatic integration with
existing reporting solutions the Wedge solutions help provide in-depth and use able
information to align Web Filter management with business direction.
Reporting for the organization, reporting for the user. From high level organization
wide usage to individual drill down; identify usage trends, document inappropriate web
activity, and take action to ensure the web is an enabler for business goals.
Automated reporting tools to fully customized dashboards allows you to start
creating reports out of the box, and then customize what information you want
to highlight, who receives it, and how it is displayed. Fully tailor your web filtering
reporting to best suit your unique needs.

Remote Access
Resource sharing
School Cheating Information
Search Engines
Sexual Materials
Shareware/Freeware
Shopping/Merchandising
Spam Email URLs
Sports
Spyware
Stock Trading
Streaming Media
Technical/Business Forums
Text/Spoken Only
Tobacco
Travel
Usenet news
Violence
Visual Search Engine
Weapons
Web Ads
Web Mail
Web Phone

Wedge Networks, Inc.

provides high performance network
based Web security solutions to
enterprises and service providers
worldwide. Our technology leadership
in deep content inspection allows
organizations to protect against new
and emerging threats that traditional
scanning methods have difficulty
intercepting and controlling.

Management
Granular and customized policy allows organizations to dive deep into filtering
policies. Filter by user group, time of day, day of week, categories, even URLs.
Reduced TCO with the performance to handle increased network loads and the
ability to provide integrated web and email security functionality in a single appliance,
BeSecure reduces complexity and cost of security while dramatically increasing the
efficiency and protection levels.
Automated updates and policy enforcement ensure organizations web usage
standards are maintained as new sites are created without maintenance from IT staff.
Reliability inside and outside the box with full high availability and clustering functions,
BeSecure Appliances ensure the highest level of fail over and redundancy. The
appliances themselves are built with no moving parts and capable of handling the most
punishing bandwidths and networks to make certain downtime will not be an issue.
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Try Before You Buy

Our Try Before You Buy programs allow
you to take advantage of our global sales
force and reseller network. To try one of
our appliances call 1-800-276-5356 or
visit wedgenetworks.com
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